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Phil Gaimon’s Ask a Pro answers every question you’ve always wanted to ask about pro
cycling…sort of. Gaimon gathers the best of his popular Q&A column—and pokes fun at his
younger self.Despite the howling protests from his peers, no one’s ever been more willing to spill
the beans on what it’s really like inside the pro cycling peloton than the sarcastic scribe Phil
Gaimon. Building on the outrageous success of his hilarious 2014 debut, Pro Cycling on $10 a
Day: From Fat Kid to Euro Pro, Gaimon gathers the absolute gems from his monthly Q&A feature
column in VeloNews magazine into his new book, Ask a Pro: Deep Thoughts and Unreliable
Advice from America’s Foremost Cycling Sage, adding a dose of fresh commentary and even
more acerbic and sharp-eyed insights.With six years of material to work with—including his
incredible rise into the pro ranks, the devastating loss of his contract for 2015, and his bold
return to the Big League—Gaimon covers every possible topic from the team dinner table to the
toilet with plenty of stops along the way. Gaimon offers wise-ass (and sometimes earnest)
answers to fan questions like:· How much chamois cream should I use?· I’ve started shaving my
legs. How can I be accepted by my friends?· What do you do to protect yourself when you know
you’re about to crash?· How many bikes does my husband really need?· What’s the best victory
celebration? Do you practice yours?· In women’s cycling, what is the proper definition of a pro?·
What do you say to someone if they honk or almost hit you?· Do you name your bikes?· What do
pros think when they see a recreational cyclist in a full pro kit or riding a pro-level bike?· Can you
take your bike apart and put it back together?· How bad does the weather have to be to call off a
training ride?· How do you know when it’s time to change a tire?· When you’re in a breakaway all
day, do riders form a future friendship?· Riders keep complaining about "unsafe" weather at
races. When did pro cyclists turn into such wussies?· How do the pros define a "crash"?Gaimon
wields his outsider’s wit to cast a cock-eyed gaze at the peculiar manners, mores, and traditions
that make the medieval sport of cycling so irresistible to watch. Ask a Pro includes new
resources from Gaimon, too, including his Cookie Map of America, dubious advice on winning
the race buffet, a cautionary guide for host housing, Phil’s pre-race warm-up routine, and a
celebrity baker’s recipe for The Phil Cookie.
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art.DEDICATIONI’ve always made an effort to save everything I write, but when it was time to
collect my old columns for this book, I realized that “Ask a Pro” had survived four laptops and
three e-mail platforms over the years, and I had many months missing. Desperate and afraid, I
handled this problem the way I’ve handled so many problems over the years: I called my mom.
She’d saved every issue of VeloNews since I started and happily scanned the months I was
missing.CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONPart 1: NEO PROPart 2: CONTINENTAL PROPart 3:
WORLDTOUR PROAppendix A: HOW TO WIN THE RACE BUFFETAppendix B: A GUIDE TO
HOST HOUSINGAppendix C: RACE WARM-UP ROUTINEAppendix D: TOO HOT FOR
VELONEWSTHE PHIL COOKIEACKNOWLEDGMENTSINTRODUCTIONCycling is a puzzling
sport, filled with rigid etiquette, creepy clothing, complicated equipment, and annoying rules. It’s
intimidating for beginners and downright impenetrable if you want to compete. How full do you
pump your tires? What do you eat before a ride? Bib shorts or regular shorts?For better or
worse, I was a quick study, and once I took up cycling I figured out the basics quickly. When I
turned professional with Jelly Belly at 23, my friends thought I had it made. I showed up for the
group ride with a jersey covered in candy, my name on my helmet, and a bike I got for free. I let
everyone notice how awesome I was, and then I dropped them. My salary was only $2,000 that
year, but I had them so fooled that doctors and lawyers asked for training advice, and racers
begged to know how they could join me in the pro peloton. Quickly tired of answering the same
questions over and over, I pitched an idea for a Q&A column to VeloNews magazine, and “Ask a
Pro” was born.At first I sort of played a character in my monthly column: the know-it-all cocky pro.
He was ironic and fun, because I knew nothing back then, and he was a loser by almost any
standard. As the column progressed, and as I actually became a decent bike racer, I found that I
had more stories to tell, and so the character faded out. Then I joined the WorldTour, and while I
still don’t know it all, I do know most of it when it comes to this silly sport.Reading all of those



columns straight through in preparation for this book was kind of like watching myself grow up. I
rolled my eyes at the sophomoric humor that made me laugh when I was 24 and noticed that the
column got more sincere and introspective when I began writing my first book, Pro Cycling on
$10 a Day. Reflecting on my past as I worked on the manuscript gave me a sincere desire to
share what I’d learned, to prevent people from making the mistakes I had made—unless I
thought of a good sophomoric joke instead.As I progressed from a young professional on a
small team to a seasoned WorldTour rider, writing was my creative outlet between races, and I
reliably sent in my “Ask a Pro” column every month. But now, after eight years of racing full-time,
I’m moving on from pro cycling (partly because pro cycling has moved on from me). I could
probably keep the column going and continue answering your questions, but even though I’ve
only been an amateur for a few weeks I can already feel that I’m losing my credibility. And as a
retiree, I’m quickly becoming a grumpy old man.Besides, in the last couple of years, when I
asked readers what they wanted answered in the next issue, I’d get 5 questions about urine, 10
about farts, 60 about poop, and a handful of general bad jokes (I tell the bad jokes, thank you
very much). I suppose a handful of bad jokes is better than a handful of poop (like I said, I tell the
bad jokes), but I’ve answered all the questions by now, sometimes more than once, and I can’t
do it anymore. It’s time for you people to leave me alone.I’m grumpy, but I’m still a softie. I wish I’d
had someone to answer my dumb questions over the years, and I did like being the question-
answerer in the magazine. I also have a warm feeling about VeloNews for being the first suckers
to offer me a regular writing gig, which became a big part of my life. So while I have stopped the
column cold turkey, I’ve also put together this complete collection of your questions and my
answers. In these pages, you can find everything you need to know about cycling from a pro
cyclist, in a form you can easily read while you poop. I’m telling you everything here, for one last
time, with some bonus content. I’ve also added some footnotes, in part because some of the
columns needed an update and mostly because my past self deserves to be called out and
teased.PART 1NEO PROIn January 2011, I turned 25. Racing for Kenda Pro Cycling on a salary
of $15,000 per year, I’d been dominating the local amateur races, but my best results as a
professional were unimpressive: a stage win at the 2009 San Dimas Stage Race and second
overall at the 2010 Tour of Taiwan. I started writing the column after I’d moved to Baltimore,
Maryland, in a misguided effort for a climber to escape Florida’s criterium scene after
college.QI’ve got an old Bottecchia with a classic Team ADR paint scheme that I used to race
on. I commute on a Specialized Tri Cross, and I want to have a second bike in the garage for
training. Do you think it’s worth trying to update it, or am I better off just selling it and getting
something more modern? It seems like upgrades could be difficult because of the older Campy
stuff it’s equipped with, but I’ve got a sentimental attachment to this heavy cro-mo bike from
college.It sounds like you’ve got things mixed up a bit, with a fancy bike for commuting and a
beat-up old one for training. Use the Bottecchia for commuting, maybe setting it up as a fixie.*
It’s a cool old bike, and you don’t need a high-performing, smooth-shifting, fancy machine to get
around town. Sell the ’cross bike and get a new road bike to train on instead.* Proof that I was



into fixies before the hipsters.If you can afford it, though, the best bet would be to just buy more
bikes and keep them all. I don’t see how anyone can get by with less than seven bikes.
Remember Maslow’s hierarchy of needs from college psychology class? Me neither, but it went
something like food, shelter, sex, commuter bike, track bike, ’cross bike, mountain bike, race
bike, time trial bike, and backup race bike. You’re not even halfway there yet, and who are you to
argue with the founder of modern psychology?QI’m 17 and a new racer. I’ve started shaving my
legs, and my girlfriend makes fun of me for it. How can I be accepted by my friends?I remember
the first time I shaved my legs. It was hard to explain in high school, and the truth behind leg
shaving is that there’s really no good reason for it, other than being accepted by the racing
community and looking cool. Would you rather look cool to bike racers like me or to losers at
school? That’s what I thought.As far as the girlfriend, she’ll get used to it, because you have nice
legs and she gets to admire them. Soon she’ll be reminding you when it’s time to shave. That’s
when you break out the altitude tent and start doing other masculine bike-racer things, like
counting calories and eating salad. Either way, though, you’re 17, so you should break up with
her.QWhy do so many pro riders still feel the need to train with no helmet? Do they feel that their
riding is so good that a traumatic head injury could never happen to them? Or is there a more
complex reason?That’s a darn good question. A lot of guys are too cool for helmets, which
makes them just cool enough for debilitating brain injuries. Why don’t they wear them? The wind
in your hair is a pleasant feeling. If the benefit of a nice breeze outweighs the perceived risk of
crashing, a confident rider might leave the helmet at home.The biggest factor for pros is
probably social. At a group ride in Australia or Europe (even today),* you’re the weirdo who
sticks out if you wear a helmet, because most people don’t. Every year, though, you hear of
some big name who spent time in the hospital because a cat ran into his wheel on a training ride.
As a somewhat frequent crasher, I wear my helmet everywhere—sometimes even at the dinner
table or in the bathroom. You never know when a cat could come out of nowhere and take you
out.* This was years-ago-today. Helmets are more the norm today-today.Try not to be the helmet
cop, though. Right or wrong, no one likes to be told what to do. If someone shows up on your
group ride sans helmet and crashes, you’re not legally obligated to peel their brains off the
pavement, and you can take their wallet if nobody’s looking.QI’ve been suffering from saddle
sores. Do you use chamois cream? How much should I use?Chamois cream exists for a reason.
It lubricates the area to reduce chafing, and some of the fancier ones kill bacteria. I use Chamois
Butt’r because they sponsor my team and the company has always been nice to me, but in my
experience all the brands work pretty well.Avoid some of the old-school cheap solutions, like
Bag Balm and plain Vaseline. They’ll stop the symptoms and you’ll save a few bucks, but your
saddle will get all slimy and disgusting, and you’ll quickly find yourself tired of explaining it when
someone touches your bike and then recoils in horror.* Your nether regions are important. Spend
the money.* This part was mostly directed at my teammate, David Guttenplan, who might still be
a Bag Balm user. Don’t touch his saddle.Also, be careful with quantity. Don’t spread it all over
your shorts like it’s Country Crock. Put the shorts on, then reach in and apply directly to the



sensitive areas of your skin. In most states, it’s a good idea to avoid eye contact with anyone
nearby while your hand is in your pants.QWhat kind of power numbers do you put out at
threshold? I want to see how I stack up.Waaaaay more than you do. You should quit.QCan you
get me on your team or give me your director’s information? I met you that one time, I placed
third in the crit last week even though I had a flat tire, and I beat you in a town-line sprint on a
group ride two years ago.Okay, no one sent me that question verbatim, but I get variations of it
from dozens of riders every year. Don’t get me wrong: I remember when I was the young guy
trying to break into the pros, but I’ve begun to dread these interactions. For one thing, I’m worried
about my own contract 10 months out of the year, so I can’t stress about yours. The real truth,
though, is that no one can get you on a team but yourself. The contract comes when you have
results at some bigger races and you’ve shown that you’re good enough to contribute to a pro
team. If you’re good enough, you don’t need my help to get on a team, and if you’re not good
enough, I wouldn’t help you anyway.For contact info, USA Cycling’s website has a club listing by
state, with contact info for every club manager, including professional teams (which are
designated by “UCI” on the page). I could send you all the contact info you need, but you should
go through the website and find them all yourself, because that’s how I did it, and then it won’t be
my fault that Frankie Andreu’s BlackBerry keeps blowing up.Also, for the record, I let you beat
me in that sprint.QYou’ve said you’re a clean rider. How do you face the sport with the constant
stream of riders getting caught and suspended for doping? Can you really compete clean?In the
U.S., I’m sure it’s not that much of a problem, because I know I’m clean and I consider myself
about as competitive as everyone else. I do hope to race at the top level someday, and I fear
things are worse in Europe, although they seem to be improving. Am I undertaking an impossible
quest? Time will tell. If bike racing doesn’t work out, I’ll push boulders up hills and then watch
them roll back down.QDear Sir or Madam, I work in the foreign Payment Department of WEMA
BANK PLC LAGOS NIGERIA. There is an account opened in our bank in 1990 but since 1996
nobody has operated on this account again. After a private investigation I discovered that the
owner of this account was the manager of U.MARTINESCO.LTD—a foreigner who has since
died without having a beneficially to this account. The amount contained in this account is US
$19,780,000. My colleague and I will need you to set up a new account for this transfer and send
to us. Or you might send an existing account with no fund in it for us to use. For your help, you
will get 20% of the recovered funds.Contact me urgently for more details.—Best Regards, Mr.
George EzeWell, readers, it looks like I’ve hit the big time. This sort of opportunity is one of the
perks of being a professional athlete. I’m off to the Aston Martin dealership. Until next
month.Have a question for me?E-mail it to phil@philthethrill.net. The best question each month
will receive a free jersey from .** This was the clothing business I’d started back then. I made it
into a few stores, started getting clubs to do big orders, and did well enough that team clothing
sponsors got understandably mad because I was competing against them. You can still buy a
Share the Damn Road jersey, but it’s been a long time since I had anything to do with it. I don’t
know if we ever gave away the free ones I promised here. Sorry.QIn women’s cycling, the use of



the term “pro” can be ambiguous. What is the proper definition of a pro?The term definitely has a
broad range. Some riders feel “pro” because their bar tape matches their kit and they bought a
name sticker to put on their bike’s top tube. For men, you’re technically a pro when you’re on the
roster of a UCI-registered professional team, although your salary might make you feel like an
intern. Personally, even though I have “pro” on my license, I’ll still feel like I’m living a lie until my
monthly check buys more than an airport burrito on the way to the race.You’re right that it’s more
ambiguous for women, since fewer teams pay the UCI fees—or salaries at all. If you subjected
them to the same qualifications I had for men, there’d be awfully slim fields, but there are certain
women’s teams and riders that have good support and sponsors, have bigger names, travel to
all the races, and get taken care of financially. Even if some of them have day jobs, I’d consider
them “pro,” even if the team isn’t UCI-registered as professional. As long as their bar tape and kit
match their name stickers, of course.** A few years later, there are plenty of UCI-registered pro
women’s teams. Progress!QI commute and ride recreationally. I have three kids and a beautiful
wife, and the thought of leaving this planet early just scares me. Are there any secrets to
increasing motorist awareness of the 3-feet law and a cyclist’s rights to the road?Man, if you only
had two kids and an ugly wife, this wouldn’t be such a problem. If there’s a secret, no one’s told
me. I started my online jersey store* hoping to spread the message, or at least feel a little better
for trying. If I win the lottery (or sell enough jerseys), I’ll buy a Super Bowl ad with responses to
every jerk I’ve ever argued with in traffic: “No, I can’t ride on the sidewalk. Yes, I do pay taxes.”*
Desperate plug. Thank you, VeloNews, for allowing it (or putting it in the magazine without
reading it).My policy for staying on this planet—and I’ve yet to be hit by anything†—is to assume
that not only do the drivers not see me, but they’re actually trying to kill me. Don’t think that your
hunk of flesh and carbon will prevent them from turning right into you if you’re in the way when
they’re late for a hair appointment or trying to beat the morning rush at Starbucks.† This streak
recently ended when I hit a tractor in Girona. I have a scar, but I’m okay.QWhen a team sponsor
supplies you with components, wheels, clothes, etc., that you personally dislike or don’t work for
you, how do you feel about keeping a lid on it? Would you still recommend them to consumers?
Luckily, that’s never happened to me.* I’ve been used as a guinea pig for prototypes that never
made it to market, and I’ve used sponsored items I liked more than others, especially in the
shoe, saddle, and bib-shorts department. For the most part, though, anything that makes its way
to the pro ranks or a bike shop works well enough that I’d be happy to recommend it to
recreational riders, who generally don’t require the same quality or durability as we do.* I had to
lie here or I’d have been fired. We had water-bottle cages that year that didn’t work at all. One
pothole would send the bottles flying. I remember being two hours from home and wading into a
cold creek in rural Maryland to retrieve two floating bottles that came out on a bridge. We were
thirsty in every race, and I had to keep my bottle in my jersey pocket.Hypothetically, if a brand I
really hated sponsored my team, my recommendation would depend on who’s asking, just how
bad the product is, and how good the sponsor is to the team. For example, let’s say my team,
Kenda, is sponsored by Segway next year, but their contribution is the homicidal scooter they



pulled out of the ocean after the company owner tragically rode it off a cliff.† And let’s say every
time our team director, Frankie Andreu, tries to ride it to registration, it steers him into driving
ranges, bear traps, or tall, precarious wedding cakes, and he always has to limp to team
appearances with black eyes and stitches, covered in icing. In that case, if my best friend were
thinking about spending his year’s salary on a new Segway, I’d punch him in the face. On the
other hand, what if team manager Chad Thompson told me that the new sponsor is an adult-
novelty-toy manufacturer, and that I get to keep one of the team cars they’re buying us, and my
salary is tripled? In that case, if a stranger walked up to me at the start line wearing his bib straps
over his T-shirt and asked how it worked, I’d find an extension cord, bend over, and show him.‡†
This had just been in the news. The joke was widely considered “too soon.”‡ Ewww. They printed
that?QI noticed that Kenda Pro Cycling went to the Tour de DMZ-Seoul in Korea. As a Korean
American cyclist, I’ve always felt out of place in the pack, so the idea of having entire cycling
teams made up of just Koreans is fascinating. What were the Korean riders like over there? Do
they all ride 49-cm bikes and XXS clothing, or is it really just me? Also, I’m going to Seoul next
month and plan to train while I’m there. What are my chances of becoming roadkill?** This was
from my Korean friend and training partner at the time, Chris Hong, who’d just gotten his first
dismal pro contract. We’re both sorry about the stereotypes if they offend you, but on the subject
of stereotypes, Chris quit racing and went to Harvard, and he’s now a doctor. Congrats on your
escape, Chris.We normally don’t do stereotypes here at VeloNews, but you started it, and that
makes it okay (Martin Luther King Jr. said that in one of his lesser-known speeches). Knowing
you, I was surprised to see that the Korean racers were all average-sized. In fact, a few of them
were huge and ended up scoring some big results on the track a few weeks after the DMZ Tour.
I’d go so far as to say that the “Koreans are small” stereotype is blown out of proportion, if not for
an experience at the Seoul airport on the way home. I was sitting in the waiting area with
teammate Jake Rytlewski, and we noticed that there were fewer than 30 people lined up for a
100-plus-capacity flight. We rejoiced at the prospect of stretching our legs and reclining, with
whole rows to ourselves, when a horrifying sight headed toward our gate: a throng of Korean
women, all under 5 feet tall, with identical haircuts and huge shopping bags. The scene was very
“Wizard of Oz.”As far as riding in Seoul: The final stage finished in the main square downtown,
and I’ll never forget the image of Luca Damiani sprinting through traffic because the police were
unable to remove the cars from under the finish banner (I was DNFed by then, eating a pizza on
the side of the road with bandages on my face). I’d say you should bring a trainer on your trip, but
VeloNews won’t print this for another month, so I assume you’re already dead. I offer my
condolences to your 5-foot-tall family.†† I’ve met Chris’s family. They’re short.QDo you ever find
it hard to stay thin? Is it easier when you’re racing or when you’re training?I find it harder to stay
skinny when I’m racing, because I’m on the road. You’d think that you can eat whatever you want
during multiday races, and while that might be true at the Tour de France, it’s not the case at the
Nature Valley Grand Prix or USA Crits Speed Week. Often, the races are short or late in the day,
leaving you nothing do to but eat in the morning, race for an hour, and eat again before bed. Of



course, host moms love to feed you, and you don’t want to be rude, so you have 30 to 40
cookies before bed (just to be polite). On the way home, there’s a Starbucks every 8 feet at the
airport, the chocolate chip banana bread looks pretty good, and you figure you’ve earned it from
all the racing. Then you get to your bathroom scale and have to hit the salads to get back to race
weight. It’s a vicious cycle, except the cookie part is okay.QAfter a ride in the rain, I use a
paintbrush to wipe away the dirt. Is that a good practice? Is there a better trick?I used to make
the same mistake. For years, I used various brushes, soaps, and degreasers. They got the bike
clean, but it was a lot of work, and I finally stumbled onto a much easier solution. Just be a pro
so you can hook your bike onto the rack by the team trailer, forget about it, and go get your
massage. It will be magically clean the next day! Sometimes I find a new chain, fresh bar tape,
and even full bottles of ice-cold water or drink mix! It’s a lot like the tooth fairy: It doesn’t make
much sense if you think about it, but it always works out.
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FeralCat, “Pro Bike Racing from an Ex-Pro.. If you're a fan of professional bike racing and you
don't take yourself too seriously then this is a book for you. The Q & A format seemed a bit odd,
at first, but it made for an entertaining and fun read. Phil's writing is witty (at times an acerbic
wit), tongue-in-cheek, and he actually passes along some pearls of wisdom e.g., Tegaderm is
well worth the cost when it comes to larger patches of "road rash". I can attest to this from
personal experience.”

Kent Hutchins, “You suck Phil. Phil Gaimon can ride much better than me, write much better than
me, and eat cookies much better than me. I really want to hate his books, but the problem is
they're entertaining as all hell and once I start one I just can't put it down.Even a non cyclist
would possibly enjoy this. Actually no. Non cyclists only enjoy getting fat and occasionally
running us over.”

Jim Park, “Insightful, funny, poignant!. Phil is obviously a very talented writer, couching in
hilarious humor, excellent insights he gathered in the professional ranks! Instead of going
awash in deep technicality or grandios physiology, Phil relates easily in layman's language . No
bitterness, here, even if there is, it's couched in humor. I wish it were twice it's length because
you won't want to put it down; and just like a great race, it will all be over too soon!!”

M. Miller, “Another great book from the Cookie Monster. Phil Gaimon's responses to reader
questions are hilarious, and the book served to remind me how much I enjoyed Pro Cycling on
$10 a day. Ask a Pro was a very quick read, but worth buying because I didn't read many of the
articles when they were in print. The individual responses were so short, it was easy to read a
couple while in line, waiting for kids, etc. Reading Phil's perspective makes me realize how lucky
I am (most of the time) to be an amateur who rides and races solely for fun. Looking forward to
his next book in October.”

Andy, “Witty, humorous, easy to read. Should or shouldn't I buy yet another bike book, and at a
relatively high price at that...? Well, I finally did, and no regrets whatsoever. Written with lots of
wit and 'dry' humor, but also with a lot of useful tips, this book is delightful to read, and has
become one of my favorites on my "Kindle shelf" :-)”

Brian Free, “Entertaining look into the world of cycling. If you’re a cyclist you’ll enjoy this read.
Phil Gaimon doesn’t take himself too seriously and gives some lighthearted insights into the
world of pro cycling. I thoroughly enjoyed the collection of articles.”

Al Dietz, “Interesting. Just about any quirky, little thing you wanted to know about pro cycling is in
this book. A great read, no. A fun read on the toilet or for your commute to work? Yes!!!! I'd call



this book a supplement but Phil has a way of making $$ and I read his $10 a day book which I
enjoyed. I think he's making more than $10 a day now. Way to go!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Witty insights into pro cycling. Phil Gaimon is one of the wittiest, and
wisest, commentators on the pro road race scene. Having worked his way up through the
various layers ultimately to a World Tour Team, he is as qualified as anyone to answer questions
posed in response to his Velonews blog. Always amusing and insightful, he is a damn fine writer
as well as having reached the highest level in pro cycling before his recent retirement.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “very very funny. Laugh out loud funny in places, overall an interesting and
honest insight into pro cycling.”

Mike, “Five Stars. As good as his last book”

Josh B., “Half insightful, half sarcastic charm. If you were a fan of Phil's other books, you will
enjoy this one too. His dry, sarcastic humor is present throughout, with genuine advice and
insight to the cycling world sprinkled in.The only downside is the length, it is only a couple-hour
read to get through the whole thing.”

The book by Phil Gaimon has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 162 people have provided feedback.
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